LECTURES, CONCERTS
AND
CONSULTATIONS
Dr. Henry and Erika Monteith are available for concerts, lectures, and
consultations concerning the following topics:
1) Soulmate Cosmological Action.
2) The Spiritual, Mental, and Physical development of gifted children
with the Soulmate Pair of Mathematics and Music.
3) Piano concerts highlighting the Music of Soulmates which is directly
and spontaneously inspired by the awesome Love and Light of Yahweh.
4) Lectures on Mathematics and Music as the Divine Languages of the
Spirit and God The Cosmos.
5) Lectures and Consultations on accelerating Spiritual Evolution and
obtaining Oneness with the Living Cosmos by deeply appreciating Its
awesome beauty with Mathematics and Music.
6) Lectures and consultations on the teaching of Mathematics and Music
at all levels of education from kindergarten to graduate school.
Soulmate Cosmological Action, describes the action path of life that
soulmate pairs must follow to contribute uniquely to Cosmic Evolution
and obtain their blissful crown of Oneness. It guides them toward finding
their path, and developing their personal cosmology.
It describes the universality of soulmate interaction, which creates all
things, and how it is modeled by the octave of music that is itself
theoretically derived from basic arithmetic; thus, it shows how children
can be taught music and arithmetic simultaneously!
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It is pertinent to all spirits who are nearing the end of their evolution in the
domain of material consciousness under the domination of blind and
irrational animal emotions. It enables them to ask and answer questions
that are uniquely relevant to their past, present, and future lives and to
direct their profound aspirations toward obtaining Cosmic Consciousness
and realizing Eternal Life enfolded in the awesome Light and Love of
Yahweh. It implies that the bliss of Soulmate Oneness is an eternal reward
that can only be earned by developing themselves physically, mentally, and
spiritually through the agonizing and ecstatic experiences that are
generated by the dual action processes of countless lifetimes at all levels
of Cosmic Spiritual Expression.
In our presentation, we are going to make it abundantly clear that each
and every evolving soulmate pair is unique and distinct in the eyes of
Yahweh who is patiently awaiting their evolutionary awakening.
Therefore, throughout many incarnations of development, each soulmate
pair must intuitively, intellectually, and spiritually construct their special
cosmology through which they can obtain their unique perspective of the
Cosmos and ultimately arrive at culminated Oneness with themselves and
with Yahweh. The awesome bliss which is bestowed by God The
Cosmos, the representative of Yahweh, upon soulmate pairs who have
achieved the Oneness of Yahweh is beyond all evaluation and cannot be
described to those who have not experienced it.
Since Cosmic Awareness cannot be given by one soulmate pair to
another, it is the ordained responsibility of each and every soulmate pair
to develop their cosmology by traveling a unique and personal path of
evolutionary action which they themselves have chosen. Along this path
their consciousness evolves from the darkness of materialism, and
experiences in the illusion of death, to the awesome divine awareness of
being Gods in the Cosmos who are eternally bounded and centered by the
Love and Light of Yahweh.
We will show that even though Yahweh, the Nameless One, is beyond all
knowing by the finite conscious mind; It can, nevertheless, be perceived
through Its Creation and Representative which we refer to as God The
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Cosmos. Consequently, Yahweh can only be worshiped by praising the
wonders of Its awe inspiring and glorious Cosmos. It is by adoring
Yahweh in this manner, and sharing the wonders of Its Cosmos with each
other, that evolving soulmate pairs gradually culminate their union and
realize the awesome bliss of their Eternal Oneness with all things. Thus
mankind has always been deeply inspired by Yahweh to learn all that can
be comprehended concerning God The Cosmos. They then subject that
learning to deep and provocative thought and meditation which
harmonizes with Yahweh’s omnipotent Cosmic Mind to stimulate in them
the development of profound understanding. Understanding is the
culmination of the mental and spiritual interactions of knowledge and
wisdom through the experience of many lifetimes; indeed, the three of
them resolve into One which constitutes the Cosmic Love and Light of
Yahweh.
We wish to emphasize, in our presentation, that the agony of being
separated from your soulmate, the great longing and desire to find your
soulmate, the ecstacy of believing that you have found your soulmate, and
then the agony which you feel when you realize that you have not yet
found your soulmate and; indeed, all of these combined with the infinite
diversity of experiences that are generated by your relentless search for
Oneness, while evolving through the darkness of materialism, are action
experiences which are absolutely required for your evolution toward the
Bliss of Cosmic Oneness. Consciousness can only evolve through
experience in duality because Light can only be comprehended and
appreciated with respect to a background of darkness.
We will support our suggestion that everyone, who is interacting with
potential soulmates, treat them as if they were your real soulmates
because, at the very least, they are helping you to evolve toward finally
becoming eligible to being united with your ultimate soulmate in this
lifetime or some future lifetime. We guarantee you that if you cannot
establish a joyful and happy relationship with someone who is compatible
with you but not your ultimate soulmate, then you also do not qualify to
obtain the bliss of Cosmic Oneness with Yahweh and your eternal
soulmate who is always in spiritual contact with you while both of you are
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evolving through the agony and the ecstacy of many lifetimes of
evolutionary experience.
Finally we will urge all of those, who deeply desire to accelerate their
evolution toward culminating their soulmate union by experiencing the
awe and wonder of Yahweh’s Divine Living Cosmos, to fill themselves
with the joy of learning about It through the beautiful and powerful
languages of mathematics and music.
In our presentation, we will present the foundations of Soulmate
Cosmological Action through the masculine aspect of language which is
mathematics. Then we will show that the octave of music is the perfect
model for the Light Action Cycle which is generated by the harmonic
interchange of the energy of love between dual-sexed pairs. Finally we will
employ the feminine language of music to demonstrate this awesome Light
Action Cycle, which Yahweh used to create the entire Cosmos, with
inspired music created spontaneously on the piano. Thus Yahweh
projected the Cosmos into being with Light and all things within it are
bounded and centered by the Neutral Action Processes of Its Love.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Dr. Henry Monteith was deeply inspired by nature as a youthful farmer.
He learned the physical structure of the universe by studying Electrical
Engineering, Computer Science, Physics and Mathematics. He realized
the spiritual nature of man by studying history, religion, and
parapsychology. Finally he comprehended the evolutionary destiny of
soulmate pairs, by studying psychic powers, Ufology, and Cosmology.
Erika Monteith initially studied in the cellars and bunkers of war torn
Germany with bombs falling. She gained admittance to the Heidelberg
Music-Conservatory and received a Master’s degree as a Pianist and
Pedagogue in Music from Germany. She developed new ideas in teaching
and created new ways to interchange, transform and adapt classical music
to modern music.
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